Exchange

Week 3 - Sign in!
Start thinking of a team name if you’re early.
Agenda

- A3 Business
- Group-assessment
- Self-assessment
- A4 Business
Let’s share our A3s!

- 3 minutes team
  - At least one team member should take notes on feedback!
- Present about
  - Experience making a point of view, inspiration board, storyboards, paper prototypes
  - Prototypes and some of key the functionality
- 1 minute like/wish
Group-Assessment

- ONE submission per team
  - Whoever turned in the assignment
- BE HONEST
Self-Assessment

- Same, just individual
A4 Logistics

● YOU WILL
  ○ Conduct a heuristic evaluation of both of another team’s prototypes
  ○ Meet with other evaluators for that team
  ○ Code a home page

● Lecture time?

● Review assignment page
Let’s get started!

- goo.gl/rYwVmh
- Send ONE member per team to start HE with their assigned evaluatee
- If you haven’t already, watch the lecture videos